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ABS'm.ACT 
It is shown that the Bayes decision rule corresponding to the 
prior of Lebesgue measure is admissible in dimension four but not in 
five for the control problem. 
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1 . IN1RODUCTION. Suppose a random variable is generated by a
regression relationship of the form Zt = y
'xt + &t' where &t is a
sequence of independent and identically distributed scalar normal 
variates, y is a p x 1 vector of unknown parameters, and Xt is a p x 1 
vector of non-stochastic variables, presumed to be under direct 
control of the experimenter. The control problem to be discussed here 
arises if the experimenter wishes to choose values of the variables Xt 
so as to produce some desired value of Zt' say Zt = z• . It is assumed 
that the experimenter has an estimate ; - N(y,Q) of y, and is faced 
with a quadratic loss (Z• - Zt)2•
As described in Zaman (1981), this problem can be reduced to 
the following canonical form. We observe Y - N(p, I ), and choose p 
action & & RP with the loss L(p,&) = (p1& - 1)2• The formal Bayes
rule against Lebesgue measure as a prior was obtained by Zellner to be 
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&1(y), where, for cl 0, &c(y) = (c + l yl2>-1y. Zellner (1978) showed 
that &1 is admissible for p = 1 by proving that the integral of the 
risk of &1 with respect to Lebesgue measure was finite in this case. 
Zai;ian (1981) proves that &1 is admissible for p = 2 and for p = 3 .
Kei Takeuchi (1979; personal communication) has shown that for pl 6, 
&1 is inadmissible and, in fact, that the risk p(p,&c) is an 
increasing function of c on [o,l] for pl 6. Here, for 
& : RP -> RP, p(p,&) = Ep(p
1&(y) - 1)2, which is the customary
definition of the risk function. 
In this paper we complete the study of the admissibility of &1 
by showing it is admissible for p = 4 but not for p = 5, using direct 
methods. 
Subsequent to the completion of this work, Berger and Zaman 
(1979) obtained a very general result characterizing inadmissible 
estimators, and Berliner (1980} obtained a general characterization of 
admissible estimators. These results use sophisticated indirect 
techniques, and include our results as a special case. 
2 . ADMISSIBILITY OF THE DIFFUSE PRIOR RULE IN FOUR DIMENSIONS.
In dimensions two and three, the admissibility of &1 is 
established by Zaman (1981) by picking a sequence of normal prior 
measures converging in an appropriate sense to the ''diffuse prior'' 
(Lebesgue measure), and showing that the excess average risk of &1 
over the Bayes risk converges sufficiently rapidly to O .  For four 
dimensions we use essentially the same method, with a more complicated 
sequence of priors. 
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Theorem!. For p = 4. the decision procedure 61(y) (1 + lyl2>-1y is 
admissible. 
Proof. Consider the family of (proper) prior densities. indexed by 
a > 100, defined by 
where e = £ a 
na(P) = ca a-4
+2e lpl-2£ exp < -lpl2/2a2)
-1/2 e-1 (log a) • and ca= 2 (2 - e). which is the
(2 .1) 
appropriate normalizing constant. Let 6a be the Bayes rule associated 
with n . For an arbitrary decision rule 6:R4 -> R4• and an arbitrarya 
prior probability density n, let p•(n, 6) = J p(p, 6)n(p)dp. The proof 
is completed by the following lemmas. 
Lemma!. In order to prove the admissibility of 61, it suffices to 
show that 
lim a4-2eCp•(n ,61> - p•(n ,6 )] = O. 
a-)m 
a a a (2 .2) 
Proof. Assuming (2 .2), suppose contrary to the assertion of the 
lemma, there exists a & such that, for all p e R4, p(p,6) i p(p, o1)
with strict inequality at P = P0• Then, because of continuity of the 
risk functions in this problem, there exists a positive number a, such 
that for all P for which Ip - P01 i a, we have p(p, &> i p(p, 6
1) - a.
Now observe that 0 < a4-2e[p•(n ,&> - p•(n ,0 )] = a4-2£Cp•(n ,&>- a a a a 
- p•(n ,61)] + a4-2£[p•(n ,o
1> - p•(n ,6 )] . Taking limits as a ->"'a a a a 
and observing that the second term approaches 0, we obtain from (2.2) 
(all integrals are over R4 unless otherwise specified, in this 
section) 
- J - 1 I 1-2e I 12 2 0 i lim ca [p(p.6) - p(p. 6 )] P exp (- P /2a )dpa-)m 
i lim 
a-)m 
-ac a 
{p: IPIPolia} lpl-2e exp -<lpl2/2a2)dp
i (-a)( lim c ) J dP < 0
a-)m a {p:lp-p01ia} 
This contradiction proves the lemma. 
We now obtain a more convenient form for the difference 
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between the average risks of o1 and 6 under n • First observe that,a a 
because of the orthogonal invariance of na' we can express 6a in the 
-1 form o (y) = 6 Clyl) lyl y for some scalar function 6 • See Lemma 1a a a 
of Zaman (1981) .  An explicit formula for 6a will be given below in 
Lemma 4 . Let 61Clyl) = ly1Clyl2 + 1)-l, so that 
o1Cy) = 61Clyl> lyl-1y. 
Lemma z.. 
P•(n 61) - p•(n 6 )a• a• a 
i J C61Cy) - 6a(y))2 [ J lpl2 exp ( � Ip - yl2>na(p)dp]dy
Proof. This follows easily from Lemma 2 of Zaman (1981) by an 
application of Cauchy's inequality (p0y)2 i lpl21yl2>. 
(2.3) 
Lemma I· The inner integral on the right hand side of (2.3) satisfies 
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the inequality 
J lpl2 exp ( �I p  - yl2> na(P)dp (2.4) 
i c:a2e-4Clyl2 + 4)l-e exp [-tlyl2<a2 + 1>-1].
for some numerical constant C. 
Proof. Here, and subseqently, C will be a generic numerical constant, 
possibly different on subseqent appearances, whose exact value is not 
relevant to the calculations at hand . 
Let l = a2ca2 + 1)-l . Writing out na(p) and completing
squares in the resulting exponent in (2 .4) leads to 
J lpl2 exp ( ilp - yl2>na(P)dp
2 2e-4 [ 1 1 12< 2 )-1] ca(2nl) a exp -2 y a + 1 
x J lpl2-2£C2nl)-2 exp { �l{p - llyl2)dy
(2.5) 
Let Z denote a four-dimensional normal random vector with mean ly and 
covariance matrix lI4• 
Then the integral on the right hand side of (2 .5) can be 
written as 
Elzl2-2e ci21yl2 + 4i>1-e ECz2ci21yl2 + 4ll-11 1-e 
i (l2lyl2 + 4l)l-e[EZ2(l2lyl2 + 4l)-1] 1-e 
(l2lyl2 + 4A)l-£ 
i ( lyl2 + 4)1-£ 
This implies the lemma. 
Next, we need a bound for Co1Clyl) - o Clyl>>2• First wea 
obtain a convenient expression for oa. 
Lemma !. Let y and X be independent real random variables, 
y - N(llyl,l) and X - xi . Then
Oa(lyl) = Ey(y2 + lX)-e I Ey2Cy2 + lX)-e. 
Proof. From the proof of Lemma 1 of Zaman (1981) we obtain 
oa<lyl> = ( fm yeylyl na(y)dy] ( f
m 
y2eylyl na(y)dy�l
-m -= 
where fiacp1> = fR3 exp <-tlpl2> na<P>dp2dp3d�4•
This can be computed to be 
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(2.6) 
nacp1> = c:a2
e-4{2ni>312 f
3 
{2nl>-
3121pl-2e exp < �llpl2>dP2dp3dp4 
R (2 .7) 
c:a2e-4 {2nl)312 exp -Pi/2l2 E <Pi + lX)-e
where X -x i . Substituting (2.7) into (2 .6) gives the lemma.
It is convenient to introduce 6*Clyl) a 
lyl(Alyl2 + 1)-l, and note that 
Ey/Ey2 
(61 - 6 )2 < 2(61 - 6*>2 + 2(6* - 6 )2• The difference 61 - 6* isa - a a a a 
easily calculated: 
l61Clyl> - 6:< 1yl>I = < a2 + 1>-11yl3Clyl2 + 1>-1< Alyl2 + 1>-1• 
It requires more work to bound 6* - 6 •a a 
Lemma�- There exists a positive constant C such that for all y 
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c6*< 1yl> - 6 clyl>1 2 i cE2< 1yl2 + 1)-3 (2.8) 
Proof. We have 
6:Clyl) - 6a(lyl) 
a a 
(Recall that E =(log a)-l/2).
[Ey2(y2 + AX)-E]-1 
x E[Cy21yl(Alyl2 + 1)-l - y)(y2 + AX)-E] 
(A21yl2 + 4A)-£[Ey2Cr2 + AX)-£] -l 
x E[(r21yl(Alyl2 + l)-1-y)((y2 + AX)-E(A21yl2 + 4A)E-1)]. 
The second equality uses the fact that ECr21yl(Alyl2 + 1)-1-yJ = O. 
It follows from Schwarz's inequality that 
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l6:<l:r:) - 6aClyl>l2 i E[r21ylCAlyl2 + 1)-1-yJ2
x E[(y2 + AX)-E(A21yl2 + 4A)6-1J2 
x E[(r2Cr2 + AX)-6(A21yl2 + 4A)e)]-l 
The first factor can be computed explicitly and is clearly bounded. 
We can find an upper bound for the last factor by applying Jensen's 
inequality conditionally on y to obtain 
Ey2CA21yl2 + 4A)6(y2 + AX)-e l Ey2CA21yl2 + 4A)6(y2 + 3A)-e. 
(2.9) 
For sufficiently small e, the right hand side of (2.9) is 
convex in lrl. so a second application of Jensen's inequality 
yields 
Ey2(A21yl2 + 4A)E(y2 + AX)-e 
l CE1r1>2<< Elr1>2 + 3y)-ECA21yl2 + 4A)e 
1cclyl2 + 1> 
Thus, in order to complete the proof of (2.8), we need only verify 
that there exists a constant C such that 
M::. E[y2 + AX)-£(A21yl2 + 4A)E-1J2 i Cc2(1yl2 + 1)-l (2.10) 
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From the fact that for all real t (with a v  b = min (a, b)), 
let - ll i ltl(l v et). it follows that 
M i  e2E log2 [(y2 + AX)(A21yl2 + 4A)-l (2.11) 
x (1 v (y2 + A.X)-2e(A21yl2 + 4A)2£)] 
Next. we use the fact that (y2 + A.X)/A is a non-central Y! with four 
degrees of freedom and noncentrality parameter Alyl2 so that, by the 
method of mixtures, which will also be used in Section 3, we can 
introduce a Poisson random variable K with mean tAlyl2 and take the 
conditional distribution of (y2 + AX)/A given K to be that of a 
central X�+2K. Thus (2.11) yields
Mi e2E log2 [ x�+2K(Alyl
2 + 4)-l (1 v (Alyl2 + 4)2£c x�+2K>
-2£>]
2 i e E{I K 2 2 
{K�Alyl2 + 2} E 
log [x 4+2K (Alyl
2 + 4)-1
x (1 v (Alyl2 + 4)2£(� )-2e]4+2K 
(2.12) 
+ 21 EK[< I 2 -1/2 
{K>tAlyl2 + 2) 
�+2K(A yl + 4
) - x;:2K (Alyl
2 + 4)1/2)2
x (1 + x ;:2K (Alyl
2 + 4))]
e2 E(I � + 21 EK) - {K�Alyl2 + 2) l {K>tAlyl2 + 2} 2 
Here I is an indicator function, and EK denotes conditional 
expectation with respect to K. We have assumed e < t and used the 
fact that llog ti i 2lt1/2 - t-1121. For the first contribution to
the expected value in (2.12) we have 
El 
{K�Alyl2 + 2} 
E�
i P{K i iAlyl2 + 2) C[log2 (Alyl2 + 4)] (Alyl2 + 4) 
i C( lyl2 + 1)-l 
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In order to evaluate the second part of the expectation in (2.8). we 
observe that for any q > 4 and positive a, 
�rx a-1/2 - x-lal/2)2(1 + x-2a>]I. q q q 
(q/a) - 1 - (a/(q - 2)) + Ca2/((q - 2)(q - 4))) 
= [(q + a)(q - a)2 + (8 - 6q)(q - a) + 4a2J [a(q - 2)(q - 4))-l
Applying this with q = 4 + 2K and a = Alyl2 + 4, we obtain 
EI .,I: 
{K >tAlyl2+2) r.i 
i CEClyl2 + l)-3[(2K + 8 + Alyl2)(2K - Alyl2>2 + 4(Alyl2 + 4)2)
11 
i. C((y(2 + 1)-1
This completes the verification of (2.10) and thus also of the lemma. 
By Lemma 1. in order to prove Theorem 1 we need only verify 
(2 .2) .  By Lemmas 2,3. ands. we have 
a4-2e[p.(n &l) _ p*(n & )] a• a• a 
i. a4-2e f (6
l((y() - 6a((y())2 [ f (p(2 exp (�Ip - y(2) na(P)dp)dy
i. C J [a-4((y(2 + 1)-1 + e2((y(2 + l)-3]< 1y(2 + 4)1-e: exp (- (y(2/2a2)dy.
i. Cf (a21zl2 + 1)-e exp ( �(z(2)dz + e2 f ((y(2 + 1)
-2-edy
i. C f exp ( �(z(2)dz + f a-e: exp ( �(z(2)dz + e
lzl<a-112 lzl>a-112 
i_ C(a-2 + a-e: + e). 
1 
With e= (log a)-l this approaches 0 as a ->"'·
3. INADr.IISSIDILITY FOR p = S 
In order to prove that the procedure &, defined by (1.2) with 
c = 1 is inadmissible for p 2. s. we first observe that the risk of 
any procedure & of the form &(y) = ((y(2)y is given by p(p.&) 
= E( ((yl2>p'y - 1)2 = E[(p'y>2 2clyl2> - 2(p1y) ((y(2> + l]. We
12 
shall need the fact that 
E(p 'y)21jJ2( (y(2) (3.1) 
"' 
(p(2 exp ( �(p(2) 2k -1 2 2( 2 ) l (2kkl)-l(p( (2k + l)(2k + p) EX2k+p 1jJ X2k+p •
and 
k=O 
(p(2 exp ( �(p(2) l (2�1)-1(p(2k (2k + 1) E 1J!2<Xi(k+l)+p>
k=O 
E(p, y)lj!( (y(2) 
(p(2 exp ( �(p(2) l (2k k!)-l(p(2kE1jJ(�(k+l)+p)
k=O 
Proofs of (3 .1) and (3.2) will be sketched later. Thus 
&(y) = 1jJ((y(2)y is better than &1• which corresponds to
lj!(t) = (t + 1)-1• if for all K 2. 0 
E[(2K + 1)1J!2<xi(K+l)+p) -21J!<x;(K+l)+p
)]
i. E[C2K + l)(x;_(K+l)+p + 1)-
2 -2cx;(K+l)+p + l>-
1] .
Of  course this condition is not necessary. 
(3.2) 
( 3 .3) 
Let us verify inequality (3.3) with lj!(t) t-1, for p = S. We 
shall need the fact that 
-2 2 E\+2 l/! cxq+2> q-
1El/J(X2) •q 
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( 3 .4) 
Then, writing x2 for x i(K+l)+p until it becomes necessary to vary the 
degrees of freedom, we obtain for the right hand side minus the left 
hand side 
E{[(2K + l>Cx2 + 1)-2 - 2CX2 + 1)-l] - [(2K + l)X-4 - 2X-2]} (3 .s) 
ECx2 + 1>-2x-4[-(2K + 1)(2X2 + 1) + 2x2cx2 + 1)]
ECx2 + l)-2x-4c2cx4 + 2x2 + 1) - 4(K + l)(X2 + (2K + 3)(4K + 4)-1)]
> E[2X-4 - 4(K + l)CX2 + 1)-lX-
41
= 2(2K + p)-l(2(K - 1) + p)-
l
- 4(K + 1)(2K + p)-
1(2(K - 1) + p)-lE(Xi(K-l)+p 
+ 1)-l
> 2(2K + p)-l(2(K - 1) + p)-l[l - 2(K + l)Ex;:i+p-l
= 2(2K + p)-l(2(K - 1) + p)-l(l - 2(K + 1)(2K + p - 3)-l)
2.. 0 for p 2.. S. 
At the third equality sign we have used (3.4) twice, and at 
the second inequality sign we have used Jensen's inequality. The 
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function ijJ(t) = (t + 1)-l is convex on Rt. Thus if a standard normal 
random variable V is independent of x2, we haveq 
E(X2 + 1)-1 < ECX2 + u2>-1 = E)(-1 q q+l ( q - 1)-
1.
Here Jensen's inequality was applied conditionally given x2• This wasq 
used with q = 2(k - 1) + p. Thus for p 2.. S we have verified (3.3) 
-1 o I 1-1 with ijJ(t) = (t + 1) , and this shows that for p 2.. S, & (y) = y y 
is better than &1(y) = Clyl + 1)-1y. 
The identity (3.3) is obtained by a simple special case of the 
method of mixtures of Pitman and Robbins (1948). We write 
lyl2 = cp'y>21pl-2 + ly - cp'y>lpl-2pl2 =CU + lpl2>2 + X2 1, where U p-
is a standard normal random variable independent of x;._1• In the 
present case the method of mixtures is applied by introducing a 
Poisson random variable K with mean tlpl2 independent of X!
-1 
and
taking the conditional distribution of (U + lpl2> given K and x2 l top-
be ·that of :SK+l. Then we have 
Ecp'y>2rclyl2> 
lpl2ECU + lpl>2w2CCU + lpl>2 + x!
-1
>
I 12 2 2 -1 2 2 2 _,2 2 2 p E(X2K+l + xp-1) x2K+l ( XiK+l + xp-1) ljl ( x2K+l + x p-1)
lpl2E[CEK(xiK+l + x!-1
>-lxiK+l)(E
K
xiK+piiJcx;K+p>>]
lpl2E 2K + 1 EK x2 ,,,2cx2 )2K + 1 2K+po/ 2K+p 
This is the first form of the identity (3 .1) .  The second form is 
obtained by use of (3 .4) . The identity (3 .2) is proved in Section 2 
of James and Stein (1961) .  
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